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List #97, August, September, October 2019
It has been a while since a list was mailed,, or put up on my web site---This list will contain
nice 18th Century tokens, as always, and some other items that are interesting.
I have a two page list of books, some numismatic, others not, but all interesting. A few of them
are antiquarian, books I bought in the UK and have now read, finding them very interesting
indeed. Those will be offered at a bit under what I paid, they lean heavily on history. They will
run $35-$75, and shipping will be $7, unless insurance is wanted, then add $5.
Others are---well, all over the map, stories, war, and all sorts. Those are being offered for a very
small amount of money, post will run around $7 each, multiples will be cheaper by the lot, but
the single book, if not insured, will be $7 to ship.
I admit to being a voracious reader, and cannot save all the books I read, no room!! This
offering is a scattering of what is currently on my floor-----some numismatic books, all useful,
some antique books, antiquarian they call them, nearly all of them historical, I have read all of
these and hope some find a new home. Other books are novels, but they are based on historical
fact, not fantasy, and are well written. Some of the authors are well known.
Will admit to occasionally buying a large group of books just because one or two interest me,
the balance of them are also just fine, but not in my wheelhouse. They are offered free or nearly
so. Have a look-----The Fun Stuff is quite eclectic, running from British medals to unusual items, something as I
say, for everyone. This is an especially mixed bag with some odd pieces.
I am not going to be in the UK again this year, have hopes I will be able to be there next year
but will wait and see. The only information I have about auctions came from DNW, who did
inform me that there is a special offering coming this fall, and that it is a fantastic collection not
to be missed. Therefore, check in before October to see what it contains, for I was not informed
back when I talked to them.
I am not sure that Baldwin’s of St. James will have an auction, but assume they will, and also
assume that it will be more items out of the Baldwin Basement, which seems to have no bottom,
but mixed in with the material is always some really great seldom seen items, so check with
them.
A fun stuff item--The final farewell to the Concord supersonic jet. This is a Proof copper medal, coated with
24 carat gold, a 70mm very pretty medal----made in 2013, the 10th anniversary of the last
commercial flight which left New York for Paris, on 31 May of 2003. 200,000 people
assembled to watch the final landing in France. The plane making this run is in a museum in
Germany. The medal, #127 of 2003 made, is in a round plastic holder. Two views of the plane
on each side, “last commercial flight” on the reverse. Bound to be a keeper, as new $200.
Not rare, but those that have them keep them, I see nearly none in the medal offerings.
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BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
AYLESBURY
3.
1796 Justice Seated//Arms. UNC, $295. Another, 1 spot, $75.
SLOUGH
27
1795 A phoenix//Peckham’s Arms. Full UNC, original luster $245.
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CAMBRIDGE Burleigh
9.
1799 Thomas Hobson on horseback//Water tower. Very minor tiny edge
tick, but far better overall than most seen, Penny—RR. Bronzed, with no rub and very nice original luster. Toss
out a couple tiny edge ticks and it would be nearly unimprovable. Overall, the best one I have owned from a
small sample, there are a couple dozen known to exist. UNC, yours at $795.
COUNTY
17
ND
Plough & Shuttle//Bee hive UNC, luster, 1 spot, $95.
COUNTY--HOOD 19a
ND
A Wheat Sheaf//David Hood, &c.UNC,tad weak in center, super eye $145
CHESHIRE
MACCLESFIELD 11
1789 Beehive//Woman, mining tools. Sharp GVF, nice color, $55.
MACCLESFIELD 28
1791 Charles Roe//Woman (Genius), mining tools UNC/AU $125.
MACCLESFIELD 40
1791 Charles Roe//Genius, mining tools, EF, some luster $55.
MACCLESFIELD 53
1791. As the last, bronzed, very little rub, EF $55.
MACCLESFIELD 57
1792 As the last, bronzed, tad weak on rev, Luster, UNC-AU $125.
CUMBERLAND
LOW HALL
1
1797 Horse turning mining whim//Low Hall Colliery. A stunning R&B UNC,
especially on the obverse. RARE, $795. Another UNC, all brown, also nice just $525.
DEVONSHIRE
EXETER
2
1792 Bishop Blaze//Arms. Luster, AU and sharp, $75.
PLYMOUTH
6
1796 Woman at spinning wheel//Man in loom. Nice EF $45.
ESSEX
DUNMOW
11b 1793 A Flitch of bacon//Arms of Dunmow. Bronzed UNC, perfect, with 100%
original luster, a very pretty piece. UNC $365.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
GLOUCESTER
1
1797 This, and the next three, are PENNY TOKENS.
Gloucester Cathedral//Arms of the city. Bronzed, very sharp UNC $165.
GLOUCESTER
2
1797 St. Mary de Crypt//Arms of the city. Super luster, Bronzed UNC $155.
GLOUCESTER
3
1797 St. Mary de Lode—with NO Butresses----//Arms of Gloucester. Red and
Brown UNC, appears to have been dipped at some time, as it has some blue toning. These have always been
RARE, these days even more than years ago, The piece is UNC or about that, luster, and the one many
collectors of this series is missing. Eye appeal very good though, no rub, but treated a bit oddly. Yours for $225.
GLOUCESTER
5
1797 St Michael’s Church//Arms of the city. Bronzed, luster, UNC $150.
BADMINTON
52
1796 Pair of Scales//Pair of scales, 6 ½ Lbs. Choice UNC $165. Halfpenny.
HAMPSHIRE
EMSWORTH
25
1794 Earl Howe//Commerce Standing. Talbot, Allum, and Lee Mule, these are
Scarce, and getting rare, one of the six mules in the group. From used dies, this is a nice VF, $350.
PORTSMOUTH
56
1794 John Howard//Commerce Standing Another TAL mule, VF $325.
PORTSMOUTH
64
1797 Neptune//Admiral Jervis, “defeated the Spanish Fleet” &c. AU nice $75.
PORTSMOUTH
65
1797 Neptune//Admiral Jervis. 4 obv tone spots, otherwise choice UNC $65.
PORTSEA
79
1796 St. George, Dragon//Ship, Fish. Nice luster, bronzed UNC $225.
SOUTHAMPTON 86
1790 Sir Bevois//Brewer and Block company arms. Fully UNC, reverse die
starting to fail, seen on obverse as a die line-- Red and Brown, glossy, wonderful. RARE, superb $275.
The above piece a trial by Jacobs, made in an attempt to gain a contract to make #89, which Boulton won.
WEST COWES.
94
1798 Bust of Fox//Arms of the city. AU/EF, rather rare in high grade $85.
SOUTHAMPTON 96
1790 Sir Bevois//Brewer and Block Co arms. RARE Farthing, made by Jacobs
This example with full luster, UNC, and owned by Farnell, Noble, and Spence. Lacquered, tinge red, $325.
NAVAL FARTHING 101
1794 Earl Howe//Ship. Weak strike, for issue GVF, $45
NAVAL FARTHING 106 ND
Earl Howe//Crown. Nearly UNC and sharp, net AU $125.

KENT
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HAWKHURST
30
1794 Wheatsheaf. Cypher//Kentish Horse, Shield. Some red, nice UNC $155.
LAMBERHURST
35
1794 Arms of Chichester//Arms of Canterbury. Choice UNC $125.
MAIDSTONE
37
1795 Padsole Paper Mill//Arms of Maidstone. Minor weakness, strike UNC $95
STAPLEHURST
40
1794 Cypher, Stag’s head//Kentish Horse. Nice AU, $75..
LANCASHIRE
LANCASTER
2
1794 Lancaster Castle//Bridge. A Gilt Penny token, no marks of wear, choice
UNC and $375. The gliding is also full and bright, not easy to find thus. Scarce, but rare nice.
LANCASTER
49
1794 John of Gaunt//Arms of Liverpool. RR, this EF to AU, $120.
ECCLESTON
58
1794 Bust Eccleston//Ship. R&B UNC $110.
LIVERPOOL
64
1794 Ship//Arms, Liverbird Tad red nice $145.
LIVERPOOL
72
1791 Ship//Arms, Liverbird. UNC $110.
MIDDLESEX PENNY TOKENS
CHRIST’S HOSPITAL 12 1800 CH Cypher//Penny. Tic on rim. Good eye appeal, GVF $75.
HALL’S
26
1795 Deformed Dwarf, Sir Jeffery Dunstan//Halls legend. This one is
exceptional, a R&B nearly full luster UNC PENNY, almost never seen thus. Yours, $350. Ex Young.
YOUNG’S
39
1794 View of St. Paul’s//Star and Garter. Rev 3 toned, “UNC” $75.
KEMPSON’S
65
ND
Royal Exchange//Arms of London, 1 spot at rim, UNC $195.
LONDON & WEST. 85
1797 View of Lying in Hospital//City Arms. The reverse with a die break and
crack that goes all the way across the flan, with two branching from it on the right side. Fully struck,
very nice luster, and touch of red, exceptionally nice for this piece which is RARE+++, $575.
LONDON & WEST. 108
1797 Skinner’s Hall//City Arms. RARE, obverse 100% RED, the reverse is
red and brown, a fully struck UNC $475.
MISCELLANEOUS 173
1797 House of Commons//Liberty cap, coronet &c. RARE, lovely copper token
with full luster, the usual die flaw on the reverse, Bronzed---very RARE token when nice---$450.
NATIONAL
177
1789 SILVER---George III//visited St. Paul’s. EF, nice $175.
NATIONAL
181 1789 George III//Urn, snake &c---this piece in BARTON’S METAL, and quite
RARE thus, minor rim tics, the edge is gilded, AU net $350.
NATIONAL
181bis 1789 George III//FROGMORE---“Die xix maii’ 1795. Frogmore was a house
used by Queen Charlotte as a get away from Royal life. She grew flowers, and relaxed. There are a few
wipe lines on this Silver token but overall is really nice. The Frogmore token usually seen with
Charlotte’s bust. This one is yours for $350. All of these are RARE.
NATIONAL
198
Bust Wm III//Britannia Seated. RR++++---this penny token is R&B, much red in
the devices, beautiful surfaces on a flan free of marks or any sort of damage. I have seen very few of
these, they are quite rare, but it is certainly the best I could imagine. The flans are a glossy, original
luster brown, the obverse and reverse figures are full of brilliant, not dull, red color. A superb piece,
UNC & might be the finest known, and the price ---one I consider low for what it is, $950.
POLITICAL-SOCIAL 213. 1789 RARE---white metal---Bust Wm Pitt Jr,//”Supporter of the Constitution”.
Fully white with great luster, just starting to tone a bit, 2 tiny spots, that hardly detract, they can be
forgiven on such a nice piece, but all considered it is only $250 –priced years ago---ROMAINE
214
1795 Bust of Romaine//I Trusted thee, &c. Copper, no problems, red in the
devices especially on the obverse, no marks, great luster. $245.
POLITICAL-SOCIAL 219 1789 Bust of Thurlow//Bust of Pitt. White metal, fully UNC, no rub but a few
scratches when viewed with a glass--- and toned a bit but lots of white, Fairly nice one $135.
POLITICAL-SOCIAL 220 1789 Bust Dr. Willis//Briton’s Rejoice, your King’s Restored----on his return
from madness. Dr. Willis had been treating him, and it seems he succeeded. This piece AU net partly
toned but much original untoned flash. A very nice example, $200.
POLITICAL-SOCIAL 231 ND
A Deer//A Plough. Just the slightest of rub on this RR++ token, which is
copper, bronzed, and has much original color and tone. There is one spot by the antler of the deer toward
the edge, other than that the piece is pretty much mark and problem free. No scratches or damage. I am
calling it AU, as that is what it is, very light handling or use in the past, but a very pretty piece. Because
of the spot, it is being offered for $495, and as it is will be hard to replace or upgrade.

MIDDLESEX HALFPENNIES
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BEBBINGTON
254
ND
Bust of Bebbington//Umbrella, Prince of Wales Crest, Very nice piece, a
Quite gemmy bronzed UNC. $225.
BIGGAR’S
255a 1796 Spring Garden Coffee house//Army list. Always found worn, Fine $55.
BIGGAR’S
256
1796 As the last, red in the devices, net AU, $95.
BURCHELL’S
274
ND
Sugar plums for worms//Anodyne necklace, &c. Burchell was a quack
medical doctor, who claimed wearing his amulet or swallowing his sugar plums (they contained
mercury) would cure you of all illnesses from cancer to impotence. Nice one, AU+, $75.
DENNIS’S
297
1794 Wheat Sheaf//Sunday Baking, &c. Tad red, decent strike, AU+ luster $125
Another, choice full strike UNC with a tad of red seldom seen this strong and nice UNC $245.
DODD’S
300
ND
Bust of Handel//Lyre in radiation. Some luster, thin flan, UNC $85.
EATON’S
301
1795 Bust Eaton//Cock and Swine---weak centers, R&B net AU---$75.
FOWLER’S
306
1794 Neptune, trident//men fishing, Whale—nice rev strike—AU $65.
HACKNEY
312b ND Paint Pot, cask &c--//GB cypher. RARE, 100% red unc, WOW $345.
HALL’S
319c ND
A Toucan//Hall/s &c. Reverse is 50% red, super nice UNC $145.
HANCOCK RARE 322
1798 Boy with Coin Tray//3 umbrellas in shield. Choice, super bzd UNC $350.
HATFIELD
323
1795 Naked leg in a circle//Boot and Shoe Manuf. Nice brown UNC $125.
HENDON
325
1794 A Church//David Garrick. Some red, tad handled, nice AU $95
IBBERSONS
342 ND
St George, Dragon//Mail Coaches &c. Bronzed proof, and a stunning
example, you will not be disappointed $325.
KELLY’S
345 ND
Boy holding horse//saddle, spurs, &c. Original luster UNC $145.
LACKINGTON
356
ND
Bust Lackington (no legends)//Fame standing. RARE AU $110.
LYCEUM
362a ND
Mercury standing on horse//Man balancing on the point of a sword.
Choice brown UNC $155.
MASONIC
369d 1790 Freemason’s Arms//Cupid, Masonic symbols. GVF $45.
MOORE’S
389a 1795 A scroll//Girl making lace. R&B, Prooflike UNC superb!! $175.
NEWGATE
396b 1795 Newgate Prison//Payable, &c. Great luster, $135.
ORCHARD’S
411
1795 Bust Wm. III//Orchard’s Arms RARE superb bronzed UNC $450.
PIDCOCK’S
414
ND
A lion couchant//Eagle. Gemmy UNC $245.
PIDCOCK’S
416b ND
Elephant//Rhino. Over 50% original red---UNC $265.
RICHARDSONS
471
1795 Man, lottery wheel//Prized shared in sixteenths—AU++ $110. Nice.
SKIDMORE’S
480
1795 2 men at a Forge//Register Stove. Red in devices, EF $65
SKIDMORE’S
492
1795 A register stove//Bust of King and Queen of France. RR, tiny dig on
cheek but the rest excellent, obverse with some red. $295.
SKIDMORE’S
513 1795 A Guillotine//King and queen of France. RARE, tad red UNC $550.
SKIDMORE ‘S
668 ND
A church, St. Mark’s Rotherhithe//Cypher. EF, $75.
SPENCE
676
1775 Rays—“Spence’s Plan”//Everlasting peace, &c. This is Spence’s first
token, made before he came to London. This one a tad off center but with full luster and a full strike,
something not seen on any others, or at least they have escaped me. This one from my collection, and I
will not be able to replace it. $650.
SPENCE
754
ND A Dog//Cain killing Abel. Fading R&B UNC, choice $425.
SPENCE
771
1795 Bust of Fox//Boys on turnstile. Bronzed UNC $375.
NATIONAL
932
1789 Bust George III//”Lost to a nation’s hope” Ch BZD UNC $145.
NATIONAL
948
1788 Bust Wm III//Glorious Revolution. Gilt AU, scalloped, $75
NATIONAL
963b 1795 Prince of Wales//His Crest. Some red, luster nice UNC $95.
NATIONAL
995a 1795 King and Queen of France/Murder’d &c. UNC $155. (See # 513)
Erskine and Gibbs
1012 1794 Two barristers, banner//names of accused men. GEF, nice $75.
MIDDLESEX FARTHINGS
HARRISON’S
1059 1797 Two busts facing, blockheads &c—Bleeding &c---Choice UNC $245.
SPENCE
1083 ND
Adam and Eve//A Pig. AU, nearly UNC $125.
SPENCE
1092 ND
Joined heads “Even Fellows”//Britannia seated. Gemmy R&B UNC $295.

MONMOUTHSHIRE
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MONMOUTH
3
1795 A wine cask//J. Powell, &c. Nearly full strike, UNC $155
NORFOLK
BLOFIELD
11
ND
Sir Bevois//Flags, spear, weapons of war. Bzd UNC, RARE++ $395
NORWICH
12
1794 Norwich Castle//Hanging fleece. Minor marks, UNC $125.
NORWICH
39
1792 Arms of Norwich//Man in loom. Full luster choice UNC $155.
NORWICH
46a
1793 Mounted Dragoon/Norwich Barracks. AU, nice example $95.
N’UMBERLAND
NEWCASTLE
5
ND
Sailor//Three Thomas’s. 80% red, light lacquer, luster UNC $195.
NEWCASTLE ¼ D 29c
1796 Coaly Tyne Barge//Man on Bull, &c, Weak rev, AU net $175.
NEWCASTLE ¼ D 30a
1796 Man in Barge//Britannia. Some red, Ch, UNC $295.
OXFORDSHIRE
BANBURY
1
ND
Bust Wm Rusher//The Sun. Tad red, UNC $175.
SHROPSHIRE
Coalbrook DALE
14
1792 The Iron Bridge//Inclined Plane. Luster, AU $120.
SHREWSBURY
22
1793 City Arms//A Woolpack. Nice strike, AU net $110.
SOMERSETSHIRE
BATH Penny
8
1794 A Camel//India House. (2) UNC—minor marks, tad red $145.
Another,, full luster UNC nice surfaces $245.
BATH
28
ND Glover’s, London, Birmingham &c.//39 Milsom Street. AU $55.
BATH
50c
1794 A Camel//India House. Nice UNC $145.
BATH
54
1795 View of a street//India House. RR, nearly all red , nice UNC $375.
BATH
72
ND Cross Bath Pump Room//Arms of Bath. UNC $155.
BRISTOL
90
ND Figure of Galen//Arms of Bristol. Minor mks, UNC $125
DUNKIRK
109
1795 Hanging Fleece//Factory building. Nearly no rub GEF $85.
STAFFORDSHIRE
LEEK
10
1793 Goods, Caduceus//Clasped Hands. UNC-AU, strong obv, $75.
STAFFORD
21
1797 Arms of Stafford//Cypher, knot. UNC, nice example $135.
TAMWORTH
23
1795 Tamworth Castle//EB Cypher. RARE++, super luster UNC $425.
SUFFOLK
BLYTHING
19
1794 Mounted Dragoon//Castle in garter. Full luster, 2 toning, UNC $110.
BURY
30
1795 Auctioneer with hammer//Fame, Trumpet. Choice brown UNC $135.
HAVERHILL
31
1794 Man in Loom//I. F. Cypher. Super for issue, UNC $135.
HOXNE
33d
1795 Yeoman with horse//Castle in a garter. Bronzed UNC $125.
SUDBURY
38
1793 Arms of Sudbury//Pro Bono Publico. Nice EF $45
SURREY
BERMONDSEY
5
1796 (Keys in center) T.Keys,//Bermondsey Spa Gardens. Buckling dies, with
red in the devices, this piece very close to as made, “UNC” $555. RR. Obviously not circulated.
BERMONDSEY
6
1798 Three horns//T. Keys, Bermondsey Spa Gardens. Grafitti in small area of
the obverse field, and scratched between Bermondsey and Spa on the reverse. GVF/Fine RR ++ $450.
All Bermondsey Spa tokens are erratically made, poor strikes, &c. Both examples very rare.
CROYDEN
8
1797 Cypher//Tea Pot. Some strike weakness, but far better than usual AU $110
LAMBETH
11
1796 George Cook Standing, with pipe//Fruiterer, &c---(2). One is net Fine, a
dig in the reverse, edge knock, wear on the obverse $120. The other a superb UNC, $425.
WARWICKSHIRE
CLARKE
122
1795 Britannia crowns bust of George III//Oak Tree, 4 ships. RR, a very
complex design and one of the best in Dalton and Hamer. Bronzed UNC, original luster, $1175.
GODIVA
231
1792 Lady Godiva on horse//Elephant and Castle. Full luster, a very nice
original token, light brown. A keeper for sure. Ex Bobbe. $245.
MERIDEN
315
1796 An Archer//Radiated crest of the Prince of Wales. RARE-Tiny mark or two but very close to as made, and super full luster. $475.
WILKINSON
441 1791 Bust Wilkinson//Vulcan at forge. Full original luster, UNC $165.

WILTSHIRE
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DEVIZES
2b
1796 Arms of Devizes,//A Stag. Nice strong UNC, luster, $145.
HOLT
3
ND Fame standing//Sold at the Spa House. 100% RED UNC $225.
SALISBURY
21
1796 Salisbury Cathedral//Arms. Luster, all brown UNC $145.
YORKSHIRE
HUDDERSFIELD 14
1792 East India House//Grocer’s Arms. It seems that this issuer and a issuer
from Lancashire chose the same token design to issue in 1792. The token has John Downing’s name on the
edge, and, afraid that they would be confused with the Lancashire issuer, canceled the order and re-ordered
using 1793 as the date on the token. The 1792 piece is RR+, am assured that there are others, but I have never
seen one in the 27 years selling these. This one is GVF and a nice slightly worn example. $265.
HULL
25
1791 Arms of Hull/St. Andrew, cross. Ex Dalton, super surfaces AEF $85.
LEEDS
35
1793 Bishop Blaze//The Cloth Hall. Pre strike and later marks, but UNC $110.
LEEDS
54
ND Bishop Blaze//Hanging Fleece. Obv AEF, Rev UNC $125. RARE.
SHEFFIELD
59
1794 Crossed Arrows/Clasped Hands. Tad off center, but AU $110.
YORK
63
1795 York Cathedral//Caesar’s Tower. Close to gem, 1 mk, UNC $75.
ANGLESEY
ANGLESEY PENNY
31
1787 Druid//Cypher. Gemmy, some red, UNC, very choice $235.
ANGLESEY PENNY
76
1787 Druid//Cypher. Gemmy, full luster UNC, a keeper $225.
ANGLESEY PENNY
76
1787 Another---AU-UNC super eye appeal, some red, $145.
ANGLESEY PENNY
106 1787 Druid//Cypher, RRR variety, Fine $55
ANGLESEY ½ D.
342 1788 Druid//Cypher. Luster, AU $75.
ANGLESEY ½ D
384 1790 Druid//Cypher. A Boulton trial for steam coinage, and a pattern
piece for future design, this a mostly red UNC, and VERY RARE. $640.
ANGLESEY ½ D
421 1795 Druid//Arms of London. RARE, Full luster choice UNC $225.
ANGLESEY ½ D
426
ND Druid//Pandora’s Breeches (Spence), Super brown UNC $325.
North WALES
1b
1793 Druis//Cypher. AU++, very nice $75.
GLAMORGAN
3a
1795 Bust to Left//Britannia, spear, shield. Nice eye appeal, GVF $85.
SCOTLAND
ANGUSSHIRE PENNY
5
1797 Town House//The Quay. Some red, nice color, couple minor marks
but this piece well above most I have seen. Easily UNC, luster, $225.
ANGUSSHIRE ½ D,
10
1795 Ancient tower//Ship at Quay, Bronzed, pretty. UNC $245.
Angs Dundee halfpenny
21
1797 Church and Tower//Ancient gateway. Bronzed UNC with original
flashy luster, best I have seen, superb $395. Another, minor 2 toning on obv, AU net $110.
FIFESHIRE
2
1797 Carboy//Burnt Island Vitriol. VF, nice $45.
INVERNESS
3
1795 Rose and Thistle//Cornucopia. Bronzed, die cracks, AU $95.
KIRKCUDBRIGHTSHIRE 1
1793 A Griffin//Gatehouse. Decent for issue, VF++ $35.
LANARKSHIRE
3
1791 Arms of Glasgow//River God. Nice, some red, AU+ $125.
LOTHIAN
11
1798 Monk’s tower/Girl watering flax. Farthing. AVF $75.
LOTHIAN
20
1796 HH Cypher//Anchor. Nice for issue, UNC $125.
LOTHIAN
26
1790 St Andrew, cross//Arms of Edinburgh. RARE, bronzed UNC $165.
LOTHIAN
36
1791 St. Andrew//Cross//Arms of Edinburgh. Minor mks, AEF $35.
LOTHIAN
52
1796 Register Office//Britannia. 200 struck, UNC $195. Scarce,
LOTHIAN FARTHING
72
1795 Crown over a thistle//Edinburgh ¼ D, full UNC, tad red $165.
PERTH
1
1797 Man net fishing//Date above bridge. AVF $75.
PERTH
2
ND Man net fishing,//NO date, bridge. AU, RARE thus, $250.
PERTH
7
1797 Hank of yarn, flax//Arms of Perth. RRR, VF+ $175.
IRELAND
DUBLIN
14a
ND Harp on a rock, ship//3 castles. Luster, very nice AU++ $120.
DUBLIN
307 1795 Bust Cornwell/Shield, for trade. UNC, and RARE as such $155.
DUBLIN
339
1794 Justice Standing//L&R cypher. RARE, nice VF $45.
DUBLIN
Parker’s
352c 1795 Female, Anchor//Register Stove, full luster UNC $145.
WICKLOW
15
1789 Bishop Blaze//Miner’s Arms. Nearly full luster AU+ $85

WARWICKSHIRE BUILDING TOKENS –PAGE SEVEN--The second time around, take 20% off of any purchase of these. I have too many-----All are Warwickshire, Kempson---Location of the buildings, Birmingham.
Again, take 20% OFF of each.
Warks 151
ND
St. Bartholemews Chapel//Kempson Reverse #3. Full Luster, $145.
Warks 153
ND
St. John’s Chapel//#3. Full satiny luster, Ch UNC $155.
Warks 156
ND
St. Mary’s Chapel//#3 Lite obv mark, full luster $125. Another ch UNC $145
Warks 160
ND
The Old Meeting Destroyed//#3 Super luster, red in all devices, $125. Choice $145.
Warks 162
ND
The Old Meeting Rebuilt//#3, Obv 50% red, Rev 100% red, very choice UNC $175
Warks 172
ND
St. Paul’s Chapel//#3. Full luster part red, UNC $165
Warks 177
ND
Barrack’s Erected// #2. Some luster, UNC $145.
Warks 181
ND
General Hospital//#3. RARE, BRASS—No pesting, nice UNC $225.
Warks 188
ND
Old Cross//#1 Minor deposit by rim, luster UNC $95.
Warks 191
ND
Welch Cross//#1. Full luster, very choice UNC $155.
Warks 194
ND
Blue School Erected //#1. Luster one tiny spot by rim $125.
Warks 197a 1794 Blue Coat Charity School//#3 Very nice, luster UNC $145.
Warks 200
ND
Free School//#3. 100% RED UNC, $225.
Warks 205
ND
New Brewery//1. UNC $125
Warks 208
ND
Hotel Erected//#1 Brown, full luster $155.
Warks 218
ND
Bust George III//#3. Minor obv rub, AU net $110.
One of the better groups I have had of these, nearly all are UNC, 20% off gives you a great value---Well, what else is in the box--------Some entertainment tokens, most from London, -----back in the 19th century, entertainment was found on stage,
and hardly anywhere else. Like today, some of it was great, some good, some terrible, but as a stage show it did
not last long. Most of these are listed by the theatre or the hall they played in, and the type of entertainment. As
the show might be there a long time, these advertising tokens had, generally, no date on them. A fun look at
entertainment for the masses in the 19th century. Fun items, reasonably priced here---W. S Woodin, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly---“Carpet Bag Entertainment”, token GVF $35.
Cremer’s Evening Entertainment, 210 Regent Street, London. Rev with Queen Victoria bust. EF, $35.
West’s Picture show, Children’s Matinee 3d, GEF $25. (a later token, bust Geo V reverse, from 1925.)
Wyndham’s Theatre//”The Ringer” a play. VF $35
Wyndham’s Theater//Bust of Gerald Du Marier, the play is “Jelfs”. GVF $35.
Miss Winfred Maude’s company, presents “The Sins of a city”. Theatre not on token. $35
Gattis’s Palace of Varities, entrance ticket, GF 4d in refreshments, this one RARE $110.
Prince of Wales’ Theatre---The Golden Paris Revue, a burlesque—VF $20,, another EF/VF $28.
Milton Bode and John Hart’s “Les Cloches de Cornville” $35.
Duke of York Theater, “Merely Mary Ann” the play this night, $35
Bust Victoria//General Tom Thumb, appearing nightly, Tom Thumb standing, AVF $45.
Big Ben Ball, a dance for the benefit of those in the motor car industry!! Grosvenor Hall, $30.
Free Trade Bazaar//a Wheat Sheaf. A Silver token!! At the Covent Garden Theatre, 1845. $55.
And, a couple more items
Madam Rita, 1 Calle Roca, Calle Roca Mexico//A very large Cock. “Todas las horas son allegre”—AEF $95.
England, a medal, in 3 color enamel, with a hanger, for the National Amalgamated Society of operative house
and ship painters and decorators” AEF $22. Not one I find every day. Someone will like this one—
England, a cuff link, or lapel buttonhole piece, 3 color enamel pin, 1891, Federation of Post Men. GVF $15.
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These are meant to be a bargain, some very good things here, we shall start out with Numismatic books and
wander into historical volumes----a few will be offered singly, but with a chance of buying all in the same
subject, for which a price will be given. All books sent media mail, average post per book $6, large tomes will
cost $8, some more, and these will take time to get posted as I am the lone operative here. Cheers, Bill
Again, have too many books, though I love them some have to go. They will be cheap.
Postage will depend on weight and size, but most will be under $10.
Numismatic tomes-----Foreign Coins Struck at the United States Mint. 64pp, Altz and Barton, leatherette covers. Nice $5.
The English Silver Coinage from 1649, 240 pages, Seaby and Rayner, dust jacket , Fine. $5
The English Silver Coinage from 1649, about the same as above, 1948 1st Edition. Brown leatherette. $5
Japanese Coinage, a listing by Jacobs and Vermeule, many photos, $2.
Catalogue of coin designers and engravers. 320 pages, Zdenek. Softbound, VF, $3.
The Pingo Family & Medal making in 18th Century Britain. 96 pages, Eimer, Softbound, VF, $10.
Royal Commemorative Medals1837-1901. Volume 1, Victoria. 185 pp, Whittlestone, Ewing
Softbound. First edition, 2008, book is new. $10.
The Trolley and Interurban Directory, 1989, Gross. Quite a work, a hardbound volume listing every
known trolley and interurban train, horse or motor powered, in the USA. If you collect anything to do with
trolleys, this is a research book of great value. If not, it is worth little, it is probably a very rare item. VF, $10.
Medaillen Plaketen Abzeichen der Deutschen Luftfahrt. Munzhandel, Verlag---Kaiser. Hardbound,
654 pages, this book is one of two I bought new, and is the new one. Lists hundreds of tokens and medals with
balloons, Zepplins, airplanes, anything that flies on them, a fantastic catalogue of German air pieces. Not a
catalogue you will find often, a ton of photos, am keeping the other one. Way less than value $20.
Paper Money of the United States, a complete guide with valuations, 15th edition, 336 pages, close to
new condition, everything from large and small size notes, Encased postage, Colonial, and more $8.
The Story of the American Bank Note Company, Hardbound, 92 pages, by Griffiths, covers a bit
dirty, interior is Fine, photos, allegorical sampling of ABANCO’s work. Interesting. $20.
ENGLISH copper, tin, and Bronze Coins in the British Museum. Hardbound, Peck, 1558-1958, the
first edition. 50 plates of coins, 1960. I have used this volume extensively, it is hard to find, and needed if you
collect British coin, the plates are wonderful and have die tie lines in many cases that allows the user to find the
variety they have in hand. Used, but not abused, dust cover, Fine condition $75.
HISTORIC VOLUMES----A PAIR of softbound books, one a feasibility study of the Pony Express National Historic Trail---the other the
final study, with the history of the pony express, maps of the areas, and more. 148 and 245 pages, both $10
List of Merchant Vessels of the United States for the year 1884, hardbound, 410 pages, covers a bit worn, one
tear, lots of research can be had here, lots of sailing ships, steam, etc, $8.
ANOTHER, same subject, 449 pages for 1885. Shows use and wear, inside the covers just fine, $8.
DISCOVERY---Hardbound, The Story of the Second Byrd Antarctic Expedition, by Admiral Richard E Byrd.
1935. 405 pages, with illustrations and maps. I recently finished this one, amazing what they all went through,
has to be the best author for it, he lived it. Very good history. Book used, but complete VG, $15.
The Mary Rose----a 240 pp hardbound book, by Margaret Rule, on the excavation and raising of Henry VIII’s
flagship, the Mary Rose. 4th impression, written 1982. Many color photos, and complete history of the ship, its
sinking, and the problems with raising it. This edition has full details, others did not. Close to new $10.
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A group of antiquarian books----When in London I often scan the titles of old books, and if not horribly
expensive buy them. I have read these, and enjoyed them. The price on each represents either what I paid, or in
most cases a bit less. I could get this in London for each, but would have to ship them back.
Sketches in London, Grant. 1838. 404 pages. Front cover loose, covering stories about beggars in London,
Debtors prisons, Penny theatres, Police, lunatic asylums, workhouses, and many other social themes. This writer
studied each and wrote about them after visiting and talking to people. A first hand look at London and the
moral life of the people circa 1838. I found it fascinating, at least most of it. The plates have bled through over
the years and are viewable but not perfect. Yours for $35.
The History of the Bastille---written in 1875. and a inserted section about the prisoner called “The man in the
Iron Mask”---here you learn his name, also that the iron mask was not iron. The bulk of the book is a history of
the Bastille, with all the “name” characters who populated the prison over the years. Fascinating, the author
Davenport with some real research---wonderful color plates, a most interesting book, View of the man in the
iron mask on the cover. Hardbound. Red leatherette. $75.
A look at Parliament in the late 18th century, 1. Parliament and its opposition 1779, 2-- The Royal Interview,
61 pages, 1789,, 3-- The Conduct of the Party of Charles James Fox, a review,53 pages, 1789, (a most
interesting view of Fox and his dealings in parliament)-- A letter to Parliament from a country gentleman, on
the present state of affairs in 1789, 79 pages, covers a large number of subject, interesting. All bound in one
book printed in 1790, hard covered, Priced not long ago in a sale at 110 pounds,, here offered at $75.
EPIC LAND BATTLES, Holmes. 255 pages, 1976. This is the history of 12 famous battles, many of the
plates are in color, but some are black and white, The first battle is Yorktown, America, 1781, and the last
battle discussed the Ardennes, 1944, world war II. It covers the most famous battles of Napoleon, US Civil
war, Austria—Prussian war at Koniggratz –Battle of Sedan, where France was defeated and Napoleon III lost
his crown and his country, Two WWI battles, and three WW II battles. The battles are historically correct, and
detailed when it comes to who won and why. Lots of photos Book Fair, contents good, $10 takes it.
THE GERMAN NAVY IN WWII--A reference guide to the Kreigsmarine, 1935-1945. J. P. Showell. 224 pgs
Everything you might wish to know about the ships, the men, and the history. Lots of black and white photos,
the cover in color, but the rest is not, many photos from the era. Near new $10.
GERMAN CRUISERS IN WWII—By M. J. Whitely. 176 pages. Concentrates on the battleships and cruisers,
on these more detailed than the last volume, but not as complete on the navy itself. Near new $8
NOVELS----Ok, not everything I get is straight history or numismatics----James Michiner----TEXAS. 1985. 1096 pages, an historical novel in which all the action is historically
correct and researched, and in which the persons are not real----a good story, =wrapped around real events and
places, as Michiner is so good at doing. And Texas has a lot of interesting history all by itself, this is a good
read, fun, and I learned a lot from it. Hardbound, used but not abused, just $8.
TWO OF Arthur Conan Doyles Sherlock Holmes mysteries. Each presented as a murder Dossier, with clues
throughout for you to decipher, making you Sherlock himself. The two are “The Sign of Four”, and “ The
hound of the Baskervilles”. Written by Simon Goodenough, these are not straight reading, they have papers,
clues, and all sorts of things to help solve these mysteries. Fun stuff, both of them---the pair, $15.
Enough for this time, lots more next time, the Fun Stuff is next.
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Erskine and Gibbs----Busts of the two men, “Patriots who for freedom stood”-- reverse with a
British Lion and Justice lifting aloft her scales. For 18th Century tokens honoring these two
men, see Middlesex 1010-1012, they were the barristers who got a number of members of the
London Corresponding Society freed from charges of treason. They were filed against them
under the sedition laws, implemented under George III, who was afraid that radical speech
would spread from France and possibly end the British monarchy. This medal, copper, 44mm,
Of 1794, is UNC and of super quality. The tie in with what was going on in England at the time
could not be firmer, and though I have seen a few examples of this medal, it is no longer easy to
find in UNC. The medals were sold to raise money for the defense of the men on trial. $175.
Prince Albert, president of the Royal Commission for the Crystal Palace, in 1851, is on the
obverse of this 44.5mm medal, an exhibition to display the industry of all nations. The reverse
has a dove over the globe, wreath part way around the latter, and the medal is a bronzed
example that has been carefully kept all these years. The word Exhibitor is on a ribbon across
the globe, but not named. Obviously made to present to those who exhibited their works.
Super luster, fully UNC, extremely well struck and nice. $150.
CANADA---- A 51mm bronze medal, the obverse with the busts of Lord Stanley of Preston,
and Lady Stanley. Lord Stanley was the governor general of Canada in 1888, the year the medal
was struck. The reverse rather amazing a helmet over a shield, a winged horse on the left and a
deer on the right as supporters, very involved, UNC and with a super strike, the medal was
presented by his excellency Lord Stanley-- the Governor General of Canada --to the winners of
a hockey match. Lord Stanley presented the original Stanley Cup still in use today. This is a
very rare item, a couple of small spots on the obverse that are not much of a distraction the
reverse perfect with nice luster. Your chance to own the medal presented to the winners of the
1888 match. I will admit to not knowing much more about this, but am sure it is all on line. All
I know is what is above, and that the medal is quite rare. $225.
France-----Monneron 5 Sols----Obverse, soldiers presenting arms//reverse, 5 sols, payable in
assignats—(paper money), issued year 4 of the liberty. Issued by Monnreron, Paris, 1792. These
are relatively common, but here is an Uncirculated example, with a bit of red color, with full
luster. I have owned several of these, this certainly better than most by a long way, though some
EF examples are out there. Here an UNC example for $225.
Ling’s--- (theatre venue), London----this 35mm brass ticket, probably for entrance, has to be
fairly rare. This is the plate piece for Davis and Water’s Tickets and Passes, and is also the plate
piece for Wither’s book on them. GVF, 2 rev spots, blank rev, but a rarity? For $20. 1850-1890.
Tom Thumb---Tom Thumb stands among miniature furniture///a special built coach for Tom,
with two small ponies pulling it. Showman P. T. Barnum exhibited Tom on his London Tour,
1844. This a white metal medal, 38mm, easily AU, one spot away from better, tad luster, the
piece nearly all white but is toned a bit--- $165.
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Madam Tussaud’s entrance ticket, 1832---while her exhibit was located at Portman Square,
Baker Street, London. A wax museum known the world over, this was one of the exhibits one
must see in London at the time. Copper, 38mm--- Davis and Waters 83/268. VF, $85.
Advertising Mirrors (2), Auburn, California. Late 19th or early 20th century- both with good
mirrors on the reverse, and in a metal ring. First for F. C. Gove, who dealt in sundries, and
apparently had wheels for sale. The second, from Beddoes, who would clothe you from head to
foot for just a dollar a week. The pair of mirrors, first EF, second VF, $95.
Teddy Roosevelt Fob----Square fob, in four lines,
ROOSEVELT/1904/FAIRBANKS/WASHINGTON. The last Washington means DC, not the
state, and this fob is supported by a leather strap with a belt clip---complete, and the fob is
excellent, the leather a bit worn. There is also a like piece that was done in 1908, but the one for
1904 is much harder to find. Basically EF, this piece for the 1904 presidential campaign is
yours for $150.
National Association of Letter Carriers----for their annual convention, this one slated for
San Francisco in 1913. The bottom hanger is a copy of a $50 gold slug, with scenes from
California on it, the top piece, topped by a bear, says San Francisco, the first drop down, which
looks like a posted letter, says “19th Convention”. Various conventions held around this time
had three piece drop down badges like this one, will admit it is the first of these I have ever
seen. Brass, shiny, with a gold rush medal at the bottom, it is 85mm in length. The piece is as
new, very reasonable at $135.
SAN FRANCISCO medals----- these are generally either 38, 39, or 40mm and in brass.
Bust of Joseph Strauss, builder of the Golden Gate Bridge//View of the Bridge. AU-UNC $25.
Bust of Andrew Hallidie, Father of the Cable car//View of a cable car. 1873-1973.
This medal is a bit toned and lacquered, though also a bit hard to locate. EF, $20.
Cable car full of people//Seal of the city of San Francisco. AU, nice 1873-1973 $15.
View of Alcatraz—“The Rock”//View of San Francisco. Plated nickel, as new $15.
San Francisco//Liberty Bell –Twin bi-centennials, 1976. Brass, $25.
San Francisco Bay Bridge, 1936-1986,// the great seal of the state of California---Bridging the
bay, full luster UNC and choice $55.
A uniface FOB, scenes from San Francisco, hanger for suspension, EF $10.
Cable car, loaded with people, going up a steep hill---“Cable car Centennial 1873-1973--//reverse with the seal of the city and county—miner, seaman, eagle over a shield.
This piece Brilliant uncirculated with full luster, as made and wonderful. $25.
A tie clip, the clip with a 4-6-0 locomotive, in red, black and gold enamel. Neat $10
1948 British Penny, UNC, with some red $10, full blazing red, $20.
Medal, 68mm silvered bronze?—Really neat medal high relief, for the opening of yachting
season in 1991, with two men on the balance beam keeping the ship trim on a turn. AU $135.

The Conder Token Collector’s Club invites you to join. Quarterly Journal, professionally produced, and
many articles & ads to enjoy. $25 or £22 per year. Contact me if interested---its well worth belonging!
ABREVIATIONS AND GRADING

The English grading system is used on all tokens, but the grading abbreviations are USA. A British EF is an
American AU, and can be a token with slight rub or as good as MS62. . Scr= scratch. Hfs, =holed for
suspension. Rm=rim nick. UNC—no wear. AU—Tad rub. to MS 62. EF— light circulation. VF-Very fine.
F-Fine. VG Very good. G-Good. Complete list of American/British differences sent on request.
All tokens guaranteed genuine, and descriptions correct. Tokens may be returned within 30 days of receipt for
any reason, and refunds will be prompt. All coins and tokens guaranteed genuine for life. Your satisfaction is
far more important than a sale. No discounts will be given for the first 30 days of the sale.
All orders will be shipped upon receipt of payment to Bill McKivor in US funds. Please do not mail cash.
Shipment will be held until funds clear if you are unknown to me. All items to the USA sent insured.
Shipping charges-$6 minimum, to $200. $200-$400, $7.50. $400-600 $9. Over $600 registered mail, $18+.
BOOKS—most are priced with postage to the USA via Media Mail.
Foreign minimum £15. Foreign orders must be pre-paid before shipping. Insurance is available but at
customer’s cost. Uninsured sent at customer’s risk. Ask for details.
ORDERING
Please give the List #, MAJOR HEADING, MINOR HEADING, D&H number, and price when ordering.
By Phone---(206) 244-8345 Daytime hours and evenings until 9 PM.
By E-mail---A great way to order or ask about tokens--- Copperman@Thecoppercorner.com
By mail to: Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135, Seattle, WA 98146.

THE COPPER CORNER
PO BOX 46135
SEATTLE, WA 98146

